ABSTRACT Nowadays, human movements are recorded with a variety of tools, forming different trajectorysets which are usually isolated from each other. These isolated trajectories come from different tools such as Twitter, Facebook, and so on that are related to one individual. Thus, it is important to link trajectories to users who generate them in order to provide massive information for facilitating trajectory mining tasks. Most previous work took advantage of trajectory similarities or trajectory classification models to solve this problem. However, these methods ignored the users' movement patterns, which play a critical role in mining information from these users' trajectories. In this paper, we propose a novel approach called trajectory linking via user embedding and trajectory embedding to learn the movement patterns of users and trajectories simultaneously, and use those movement patterns to link trajectories to users. More specifically, we leverage a graph-based location embedding method to learn the semantics of locations based on categorical and spatial information of locations. Then, a novel dual-objective neural network model is designed to integrate the sequential dependency and temporal regularity of trajectories to learn the movement patterns of users and their trajectories at the same time. A trajectory is then linked to the user who has the most similar movement pattern with it. Moreover, the advantages of our approach are empirically verified on real-world public trajectory datasets with convincing results.
I. INTRODUCTION
The advances in location-acquisition technologies have generated a myriad of trajectories representing the motions of human beings [1] . Nowadays, location-based services (LBS) have become a representative location-acquisition technology, and generates large volumes of data with geo-spatial tags. Massive mobility data provide the better understanding of human mobility behaviors. As the traces generated by human, trajectories are usually represented by series of chronologically ordered spatial-temporal points. Mining of such trajectories benefits various industrial and commercial applications, including next-visit-location recommendation [2] , and friends recommendation on location-based social networks [3] , etc.
In the real world, mobility data are usually generated from isolated heterogeneous data sources, such as different ridesharing apps, and LBS providers, etc. For example, people usually share reviews and tips about different locations and places using Foursquare network and Airbnb. Meanwhile, they may also use ride-sharing apps to reach certain locations which they are probably interested in. Thus, each user often has multiple separate accounts in different social networks and different mobile apps, resulting in multiple isolated trajectories. Moreover, due to the features and structure of the trajectory generation method, these trajectories are only samples of the ''actual trajectory'' of the user, which is the continuous trace formed when he/she moves. Fig. 1(a) gives an example, in which T 2 is a trajectory generated by sampling three points from the ''actual trajectory'' T 2 . Combining all trajectories of one user can provide richer information to alleviate the difficulties of data sparsity and information limitation problem for trajectory mining tasks. For example, the location comments on Foursquare indicate the user's location preference, but using the Foursquare trajectory for location recommendation faces the data sparsity problem. By combining the user's Foursquare trajectory and his/her dense GPS trajectory, researchers can achieve better performance of location recommendation. However, it is of high difficulty to integrate the trajectories of a user collected from almost isolated sources.
Therefore, it is of great importance to study the trajectory linking problem which aims to link trajectories to the user who generates them. For clarity, we call a trajectory which we do not know the user who generates it an unlinked trajectory, and a trajectory with a clear owner a linked trajectory. Suppose there are a bunch of unlinked trajectories and a set of users, the task of trajectory linking is to discover a mapping that links the trajectories to the corresponding users. The trajectory linking problem is very challenging because we need to find the commonality of trajectories of a user and distinguish the trajectories of different users, i.e., the intraclass relationship and inter-class difference, at the same time.
To address this problem, we introduce in this paper a new concept movement pattern, to indicate the characteristics of human movement and its uniqueness. In a study of 15 months of human mobility data for 1.5 million people, the researchers find that human trajectories are highly unique [4] . A trajectory is determined by its owner's interests, occupations, habits, and a series of factors, which make different users' trajectories show different sequence dependencies, temporal regularities, location preferences, and so on. We call these features of a trajectory the movement pattern, and the user's movement pattern refers to the movement pattern of his/her ''actual trajectory''. Thus, these trajectories, which belong to the same user and are the samples of the user's ''actual trajectory'', have the similar movement patterns with the user's. Although the researchers tried various methods to extract the movement pattern of the trajectory from various angles, so far there is not a complete feature set that can describe the whole trajectory. Therefore, we propose to encode the movement pattern to a latent vector space to obtain a comprehensive semantic representation of the movement pattern. Then, the movement pattern of a user or a trajectory corresponds to a point in the latent vector space. It follows from this model that when we project different trajectories to the latent vector space, the trajectories' data points should be closer to their owners' than other users'. For the sake of simplicity, the following movement pattern refers to the latent movement pattern vector. Fig. 1 gives an example with results of real-world data. We show two real-world trajectories in New York City collected from Foursquare network, denoted as T 1 and T 2 , owned by u 1 and u 2 respectively. When we encode the trajectories and users into the latent movement pattern space, it is clear that the trajectories' movement pattern vectors are closer to their owners' than other users'. The values along the edges denote the cosine similarity between two vectors. The bigger the value is, the closer the two vectors are.
To our best knowledge, our work is the first to apply the latent movement pattern for trajectory linking problem. However, our approach also face the difficulties inherent in the trajectory linking problem: (1) the sparse trajectory data induce uncertainty which affect the accuracy of the linking task; (2) the comprehensive information, e.g., temporal, spatial and categorical information, of the trajectories are useful but difficult to exploit at the same time.
Based on the movement pattern concept, we propose a novel approach, called trajectory linking via user embedding and trajectory embedding (TLUTE) for linking trajectories to the users with their unique movement patterns. Learning the movement patterns of users using their known trajectories is crucial and challenging in TLUTE, since the recorded trajectories are only samples of the user's ''actual trajectory''. Considering that the user's movement pattern determines all his/her trajectories, we adopt a dual-objective learning task to mine the user's movement pattern with the movement patterns of all his/her trajectories. Specifically, we firstly introduce a custom graph-based location embedding method, which takes the category and geographic distance of locations into consideration to embed locations in the trajectories into a low-dimensional space. After that, TLUTE leverages a dual-objective neural network to learn the embeddings, which indicate the underlying movement patterns of these trajectories and the patterns of their owners simultaneously. During the learning process, we leverage comprehensive spatial-temporal information to model both sequential dependency and temporal regularity of the trajectories to handle the data sparsity problem. After the training process, we can obtain the embeddings of all users and a trained encoder that can be used to embed trajectories. Finally, to link an unlinked trajectory to a user, we use the trained encoder to embed the unlinked trajectory and discover the most relevant user by comparing all the users' embeddings with this trajectory's embedding. To verify the effectiveness of TLUTE, we conduct extensive experiments on real-world trajectory datasets, i.e., Foursquare NYC and Foursquare TKY [5] . The experimental results show that TLUTE consistently outperforms other commonly used baselines and the state-of-the-art methods in trajectory linking.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We introduce a new idea to solve the trajectory linking problem by using the movement patterns of users and trajectories.
• We propose a dual-objective neural network to learn the movement patterns of user and trajectory simultaneously, taking the spatial, temporal and categorical information of trajectories as inputs.
• Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in linking trajectories to users. Additionally, a case study vividly explains the semantics of the learned movement patterns of users and trajectories. The rest of paper is organized as follows. In section II, we revisit the related work. We give the preliminary concepts and the problem analysis in detail in section III, and we propose the TLUTE approach for trajectory linking in section IV. Section V reports the experimental results on two real-world trajectory datasets. Finally, we conclude the paper in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The solutions of the trajectory linking problem can be divided into two categories, i.e., unsupervised methods and supervised methods. To link a trajectory to users, the unsupervised methods try to find the most relevant trajectory with a known owner, and then link the trajectory to the owner. The supervised methods try to learn the relationship between trajectories and their owners and then classify the unlinked trajectories to users. The representative methods of these two categories are reviewed in the following paragraphs.
A. UNSUPERVISED METHODS
One kind of unsupervised method is similar time sequences search methods [6] , with a wide range of applications from research to business. They first define a distance function, and then use the distance function to measure the similarity between two time sequences and search the similar time sequences for a certain sequence. Representative distance functions include Euclidean distance [7] , edit distance on real sequence (EDR) [8] , and longest common sub-sequence (LCSS) [9] . More details about the various similarity measurements are well reviewed in [1] and [6] . However, those methods are designed for measuring the similarity between homogeneous trajectories, thus they can not simply be adopted to solve the trajectory linking problem due to the differences between trajectories. Therefore, the automatic user identification (AUI) [10] and fuzzy trajectory linking (FTL) [11] are proposed to solve the trajectory linking problem. Similar to the other work [1] which calculates trajectory similarity in urban areas, AUI also divides the map area into grids. Rather than just counting the location points in a grid, AUI presents a new similarity measurement called signal based similarity (SIG). The similarity of two trajectories is then represented by the SIG and the weighted Jaccard similarity (WJS) of their shared grids. However, AUI does not solve the trajectory linking problem efficiently since it ignores the semantic of trajectory points and the temporal information. FTL is a self-supervised method which uses both the spatial and temporal information of trajectories to link them to users. FTL trains a filter model by statistically analyzing the reachability of two trajectory points under a certain speed limit. Then FTL aligns trajectory points from two trajectories in chronological order to form a new fusion trajectory. Finally, FTL uses the filter model to determine whether the two trajectories are generated by the same user. FTL has a drawback that it cannot handle sparse data because any two locations are reachable at any speed limit for a sufficiently long time span. Moreover, FTL can only process trajectories generated at the same time due to the filter model.
B. SUPERVISED METHODS
A large volume of traditional classification models can be used to try to solve the trajectory linking problem, such as k-nearest neighbors (kNN) [12] , decision trees (DT) [13] , support vector machines (SVM) [14] , and etc. These classifiers first encode trajectories into vectors, e.g., one-hot vectors or bag-of-words vectors. Then, they treat different users as different labels and train classification models using training data. To link trajectories to users, they feed the trajectory vectors to the models and get the corresponding labels as the owners of the trajectories. However, the traditional classification models are not able to model the sequential dependence and temporal regularity of trajectories, which lead to inefficient of trajectory linking. The comparison of variants of classification methods is briefly reviewed in [15] . Different from the aforementioned methods that use only geographic information, the state-of-the-art method called trajectory user linking via embedding and RNN (TULER) [16] takes advantage of the neural network to learn the semantic of trajectories to solve the problem. TULER first employs the word embedding method [17] to embed the trajectory points, and then trains a neural network based classifier by taking the embedded trajectory points as input and the users as classification labels. In that way, TULER acts as a label prediction process which is powerful enough to distinguish the trajectories of different users, whereas it is incapable of learning the commonality of trajectories of a user. However, both of them are important in the trajectory linking task. Moreover, the neglect of temporal information leads to the inefficiency of TULER.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first formally define the trajectory linking problem, and then present the TLUTE framework that links the trajectories to users. For simplicity but without loss VOLUME 6, 2018 of generality, we focus on studying the trajectory linking problem for check-in trajectories which can be generalized to the scenarios of other kinds of trajectories. A trajectory T = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } is a chronologically ordered sequence of spatio-temporal points. Each trajectory point can be represented as p = (l, t), where l indicates the location, and t indicates the timestamp when p is recorded. Here, for the ease of calculation, we discretize continuous time t to hour of day and day of week. Moreover, each location l is associated with three attributes x, y, and c, where (x, y) indicates the coordinates of l (e.g., longitude and latitude) and c indicates the category of l. A trajectory T for which we do not know the user who generated it is called unlinked.
Our problem is defined as follows. Given an unlinked trajectory dataset D = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T m } and a set of users
, where all trajectories in D are generated by users in U. Our goal is to provide a mapping that links each T i ∈ D to a user u j ∈ U : D → U. Additionally, it should be guaranteed that T i is mapped to one user, since a trajectory is generated by one person. For clarity, we summarize all notations used in this article in Table. 1.
IV. MODEL
In this section, we propose trajectory linking via user embedding and trajectory embedding (TLUTE) for linking trajectories to the users. The overview of TLUTE is illustrated in Fig. 2 . In TLUTE, we adopt a dual-objective learning task to simultaneously learn the embeddings of trajectories and their owners. With the learned user embeddings, an unlinked trajectory is embedded through the trained trajectory encoder and linked to the user whose embedding has the biggest similarity with the unlinked trajectory.
The pseudo-code of TLUTE is shown as Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 takes the unlinked trajectory set D, the user set U and the location set V as input, and outputs a mapping f that links each trajectory to a user. A training trajectory set D containing mt trajectories and a known mapping f that links each trajectory to its owner are constructed to train the trajectory encoder and the user embeddings simultaneously. The location embeddings are learned using a graph-based location embedding method in line 1. The trajectory encoder and the user embeddings are trained from line 2 to line 11. Then we use the trained trajectory encoder and the user embeddings to link trajectories to users from line 12 to 19.
Specifically, to learn the movement patterns of sparse trajectories, we model both sequential dependency and temporal regularity of these trajectories. To achieve this, we take the locations l and their record timestamps t, which is discretized into day of week t.day and hour of day t.hour, as the inputs for learning the movement patterns. Then, all these discrete for each T i ∈ D do 6: Get the owner
Calculate T i using the trajectory encoder. 8: Calculate the joint loss J (T i , u j ) 9: Update W , U , b, u j by Stochastic Gradient Descent. 10: end for 11: until convergence 12: for each T i ∈ D do 13: Get T i using the trained trajectory encoder. 14: for each u j ∈ U do 15: Calculate cosine simialrity s ij between T i and u j . 16: end for 17: Link T i to u j that has the biggest s ij , let f (T i ) = u j . 18 : end for 19: return f features are mapped into dense continuous vectors as embeddings, denoted as l, t.day, and t.hour. Additionally, to learn a better embedding of locations, we leverage a graph-based location embedding method using the category information c and geographic information x, y. Details of the graph-based location embedding method are shown in Section IV-A.
With these input, we use a trajectory encoder based on RNN model to encode trajectory with dynamic length into dense continuous vectors in the same dimension, i.e., trajectory embeddings T . Then, a joint loss is employed to learn the inter-class features and intra-class features among trajectories simultaneously. Through minimizing the joint loss, embeddings of different users' trajectories are separated as much as possible, while the embeddings of the same user's trajectories are gathered together. As a result, a user's embedding is learned as the representation of all his/her trajectories. Details of the trajectory encoder and joint loss are shown in subsection IV-B and subsection IV-C, respectively.
After training TLUTE with the training data, we can get a trained trajectory encoder and the embeddings of all users. To link the unlinked trajectory T i ∈ D to the users in U, TLUTE encodes T i into T i using the trajectory encoder, and checks the similarity between T i and each u j to find the most similar one. The user whose embedding has the biggest similarity with the trajectory is then treated as the owner of the trajectory. We explain the TLUTE framework in detail below.
A. GRAPH-BASED LOCATION EMBEDDING
The original representation of locations is discrete atomic symbols, e.g., the one-hot representation, just as the representation of words in nature language processing (NLP). The practice in NLP has proved that representing words as discrete ids leads to data sparsity [18] , which can be even worse in mobility modeling. Scholars and engineers usually learn the better representation of words with an additional abundant corpus as pre-training in NLP. A popular solution is the vector space model, which embeds words in a continuous vector space where semantically similar words are mapped to nearby points [17] . In word embedding methods, the semantic similarity of words is derived from the similarity of sequence contexts. To be straightforward, in word embedding based location embedding methods, the trajectory dataset, a trajectory, and a location are treated as the corpus, a sentence, and a word respectively. Nevertheless, it is difficult to apply word embedding methods directly in mobility modeling since there is no abundant corpus for learning the representation of activities and locations. Moreover, the ''distance''s (spatial and temporal distance) between every two consecutive locations in a trajectory is not as uniform as the ''distance''s between every two consecutive words in a sentence. The insight motivation that a word is influenced by its context is inappropriate in the location embedding scenario.
Fortunately, some additional features, such as geographic distance and the category of locations, can help us understand the semantics of locations. It is obvious that locations corresponding to similar categories share similar semantics. Meanwhile, according to Tobler's first law [19] , closer locations are more strongly related than distant ones, which means closer locations share larger geo-spatial similarity than distant ones. For exploiting the geo-spatial similarity of locations, Yang et al. [20] have introduced a graph-based location embedding method for learning the embeddings of locations based on the node2vec method [21] . In this study, we improve the graph-based location embedding method and leverage both the geographic distance and the category to learn the vector representation of locations. The geo-spatial information can be built into a location graph G G = {V G , E G }, where V G is the set of locations, and E G is the set of edges between nearby locations. E G can be further weighted by the inverse of geographical distance among locations. On the other hand, the category information can be built into a category graph G C = {V C , E C }, where V C is the set of locations, and E C is the set of edges connect locations that belong to the same category. We can construct G G and G C into a heterogeneous graph G = {V, E}, in which V is the set of locations, and E consist of weight edges from E G and E C . In this work, we focus on developing the general neural network framework for trajectory linking. To show the effectiveness of graph-based location embedding, we construct a simple location graph with uniform edges. The close locations filtered by a given distance threshold and the locations belong to the same category are connected by the edges. Then we apply a random walk procedure on G to generate abundant location sequences as the ''sentence''s, which form the ''corpus'' for location embedding. The computing complexity of the random walk is O(K S · K C ), where K S is the length of a sentence and K C is the number of sentences in the corpus.
With the corpus, the location embedding task is to find a mapping function M L : V → R dl from locations to embeddings. Equivalently, M L is a matrix of size |V|×dl parameters, and M L (l) = l is the embedding of location l. We apply the Skip-gram model [17] , [22] on the corpus, which maximizes the log-probability of the context C(l t ) = l t−k : l t+k for a location l t conditioned on its embedded representation. Here C(l t ) means the context of l t in the sequence generated by random walk with the length window k. The loss function is as follows:
The per-location partition function, l ∈V exp(l · l), is expensive to compute for large networks and we approximate it using negative sampling [18] . Finally, we minimize J L using adaptive moment estimation [23] over the model parameters for defining the features M L . The computing complexity of a neural network is usually measured by floatingpoint operations (FLOPs), while one floating-point operation is a multiplication and an addition for floating-points. Thus, the primary computing complexity of the location embedding task is O(|V| 2 · dl), and we turn it to O(|V| · log |V| · dl) using negative sampling.
B. TRAJECTORY ENCODER
Different trajectories often have a different number of points, and the temporal distances between each two contiguous points are variable. To process these long-term variablelength trajectories, we employ the well-known RNN model with several different RNN cells, e.g., LSTM [24] , GRU [25] , etc., to learn the embeddings of the trajectories.
Specifically, we take both the location l and its corresponding record time t as the input to model the spatial dependences and temporal dependences at the same time. According to the observations in the real world, we discretize the recording time to the day of the week t.day and the hour of the day t.hour, and embed them to vectors t.day ∈ R dd and t.hour ∈ R dh respectively. We concatenate the location embedding l i , the day of week embedding t.day i and the hour of day embedding t.hour i together to form the embedding of a trajectory point p i ∈ R dp . In that way, we aggregates the temporal, categorical and geographical semantics of the point into the embedding p i . Here dp = dl + dd + dh due to the concatenation operation. Last, an original trajectory T is encoded to a sequence of vectors VT = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } to input into the RNN model. In the following, we discuss the LSTM and GRU model used in trajectory encoder with the input VT .
1) TRAJECTORY ENCODER WITH LSTM
For the trajectory vector VT = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n }, let h t−1 and h t denote the last, current embedding state respectively. The basic LSTM model, which takes p t and h t−1 as inputs, used in this paper is implemented as follows:
where f t , i t and o t are the forget gate, input gate, and output gate respectively, σ (·) is the sigmoid function, matrices W * ∈ R do×dp and U * ∈ R do×do are different gate parameters, and b * ∈ R do is the bias vector. The memory cell c t is updated by partially replacing the existing memory unit c t−1 with a new cell as:
The embedding of the sub-trajectory {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p t } is then output by
where tanh(·) refers to the hyperbolic tangent function, and is the entry-wise product. Finally, a trajectory T = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } is embedded to T = h n ∈ R do using (2).
2) TRAJECTORY ENCODER WITH GRU
Similar to LSTM, the GRU model is also designed to capture the long-term dependences of sequences, while it has lesser parameters that make it easier to converge. Compared to LSTM, GRU uses an update gate and a reset gate instead of the three gates (forget, input, and output gates) in LSTM. The GRU directly passes the hidden state to the next cell without using a separated memory cell. Taking the inputs p t and h t−1 , in this paper, the update gate z t and reset gate r t are calculated as
where z t decides how much h t−1 will be passed to h t , and r t decides how much h t−1 will impact the new memory h t which is calculated as
Finally, the output embedding h t of the sub-trajectory {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p t } is then output by
Similar to LSTM, matrices W * and U * (∈ R do×dp ) are different gate parameters, b * ∈ R do is the bias vector, and the trajectory T = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } is embedded to T = h n ∈ R do using (3). In addition to the above two RNN models, other available RNN models include but are not limited to peephole LSTM [26] , stacked LSTM/GRU, etc.. These RNN models have the same level of computing complexity O(do·(do+dp)). Thus, the computing complexity of the trajectory encoder is O(I · |D| · K · do · (do + dp)), where I is the number of iterations, |D| is the number of training trajectories, and K is the number of points of a trajectory. The performance of different RNN models used in our work will be investigated and discussed in the experimental evaluation.
C. USER EMBEDDING
In this subsection, we introduce the method to encode the user u i into a vector u i ∈ R do which contains the underlying movement pattern of u i . According to the observations in the real world, each person has his/her unique movement pattern. It plays a decisive role in the formation of the user's trajectories [4] , and the similarity between the trajectory's and the user's movement pattern indicates the likelihood that the trajectory belongs to this user. Thus, in this paper, we propose a new method to mine the movement pattern of users with the help of their trajectories.
Given the trajectory embedding T i generated by trajectory encoder and its owner u j , we aim to minimize the distance between T i and user embedding u j . For clarity, we call (T i , u j ) the linkable pair if T i is generated by u j , and denote it as T i u j . Let M U be the mapping function U → R do which encodes the user into vector space, the distance loss function is:
Here in this paper, we use the negative logarithm of cosine distance as the distance function, which transfer (4) to:
where (1 + cos(T i , u j ))/2 is utilized to ensure that J D is a positive value. However, learning only linkable pairs can lead to overfitting problems, resulting in all embeddings concentrating to one point. Therefore, inspired by the center loss in face recognition research [27] we employ a softmax cross entropy loss [28] , which can separate trajectories that do not belong to the same user, to solve the overfitting problem. The softmax cross entropy loss function is presented as follows:
where W ∈ R |U |×do denotes the weights in the last fully connected layer, and b ∈ R |U | is the bias vector. W i represents the ith row of matrix W , and b i represents the ith element of bias vector b. Formally, the distance loss and softmax cross entropy loss are leveraged to learn the intra-class difference and inter-class relationship respectively. The overall loss of TLUTE is then formulated as a joint loss of the softmax cross entropy loss and distance loss, which is calculated by the weighted sum of (5) and (6):
where λ is a factor used to balance the two loss functions. We can then minimize J by the mini-batch Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [29] . The computing complexity of the user embedding process O(I · |D| · |U| · do) is much smaller than the trajectory encoder. Hence, the time complexity of the training process is O(I · |D| · do · (K · do + K · dp + |U|)).
D. LINK METHOD
After the TLUTE model in trained, a trajectory encoder and embeddings are constructed. To link a trajectory to a user, we firstly input the trajectory to the encoder and obtain the embedding of the trajectory. We then calculate the cosine similarities between the trajectory embedding and each user embedding. The user has the biggest cosine similarity with the trajectory embedding is treated as the owner of the trajectory. Since the unlinked trajectories only need to be encoded once, the FLOPs based computing complexity of the unlinked trajectory embedding is O(|D| · do · (do + dp)).
The owner searching of trajectories has a complexity of O(|D| · |U| · do).
Here, |D| is the number of unlinked trajectories in these two complexities.
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on realworld trajectory datasets to demonstrate the performance of our approach. We first describe our experimental settings and data preparations in the following subsection. We then compare our algorithm with several existing methods including traditional trajectory similarity measurements and trajectory linking methods. Finally, we discuss the results of our experiments.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS 1) DATASETS
We evaluate our model on two public Foursquare checkin datasets collected by Yang et al. [5] in two big cities, New York and Tokyo. The check-in records in both datasets last for 10 months, from April 2012 to February 2013. Each record consists of five attributes: the user ID, the location ID, the location category, the location coordinates, and the corresponding timestamp. For each user, we concatenate all his/her check-ins in chronological order to form a trajectory, and perform the following preprocessing steps to build our experimental datasets. Firstly, we remove all locations that have fewer than 5 check-ins to filter noise data, and split a trajectory into sub-trajectories wherever the interval between two consecutive check-ins is larger than 6 hours following Cheng et al. [30] . Then, we randomly select 100 users and all their sub-trajectories from each dataset to build the experimental datasets, named NYC and TKY respectively. Most of the trajectories in NYC and TKY are extremely sparse and have a length of 1 or 2. Thus, we remove these sparse subtrajectories in NYC and TKY to form two denser experimental datasets, i.e., NYC-D and TKY-D respectively. As with most trajectory-related studies, we divide the first 80% trajectories of each user into the training set, the latter 10% into the validation set for the hyper-parameters study, and the last 10% into the evaluation set. For example, suppose T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T 10 belong to u 1 in the data set, then T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T 8 will be divided into the training set, T 9 will be divided into the validation set, and T 10 will be divided into the evaluation set. Thus, each set contains 100 users and corresponding proportions of their trajectories. The overall statistics of the experimental datasets is shown in Table. 2.
2) METRICS
Since TLUTE tries to predict top-k candidate users for each testing trajectory, we adopt three metrics of related works to evaluate the performance of our model. Specifically, accuracy of top K (Acc@K) is the percentage of accurate predictions, i.e., correctly link a trajectory to its owner, for a list of predictions with length K , which is calculated as:
Macro-F1 is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall:
where P * and R * are precision and recall averaged across all classes. Average percentile rank (APR) [31] is a global evaluation for ranking task that can be calculated as:
where rank(T i ) is the rank of correct linkable user of T i in the candidate users. It is clear that APR is 1 if the true user is ranked as the first for all trajectories.
3) BASELINES
For the sake of demonstrating the effectiveness of TLUTE, we compare the aforementioned evaluation measures by the following methods.
• LCSS. The longest common sub-sequence method (LCSS) [9] is the representative method of time sequences search methods. LCSS use the longest common sub-sequence of two trajectories to measure the similarity of the trajectories. To solve the trajectory linking problem, LCSS tries to search all trajectories in the training set to find the most similar one for each testing trajectory. Then LCSS links a testing trajectory to the user who owns the most similar training trajectory with the testing one.
• SVM. The support vector machine (SVM) [14] is a widely used classifier. SVM treats users as labels and links trajectories to users by classifying trajectories to different labels. In this paper, we use the linear kernel to implement the SVM model, and use the BoW model to embed the trajectories.
• AUI. The automatic user identification (AUI) [10] aims to tackle the trajectory linking problem using precise geographic information of trajectories. AUI leverages a custom similarity measurement instead of the longest common sub-sequence measurement. In this paper, we use AUI to link trajectories in the same way with LCSS.
• TULER. The trajectory-user linking via embedding and RNN (TULER) [16] is the state-of-the-art method to solve trajectory linking problem. TULER is a neural network based classifier, which takes advantage of the word embedding method to embed locations, and leverages an RNN model to embed trajectories and classify trajectory embeddings into different labels (i.e., users).
Besides these baselines, we conduct experiments using the variations of the TLUTE model to illustrate the performance of TLUTE with different RNN cells. Specifically, TLUTE-L denotes the TLUTE model with LSTM as the RNN cell, TLUTE-G denotes the TLUTE model with GRU as the RNN cell. 
4) PARAMETER SETTINGS
The weights in RNN are initialized with a random initializer over normal distribution with a mean value of 0.0 and a standard deviation of 1.0, and the embeddings of locations are initialized with a random initializer over uniform distribution (0.1, −0.1). Different from the location embedding, the embeddings of record time are initialized with the one-hot vector, and the embeddings are trainable during the training process. Furthermore, we initialize the user embeddings with the random normal initializer as the same as the weights. The learning rate of the TLUTE model starts with 0.001 and decays to one quarter every 5 epochs until it is less than 0.0001. Table. 4 shows the parameter values tuned for TLUTE and baselines which are used for the rest unless specified.
5) EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
All the compared methods were developed in Python 2.7 using TensorFlow 1.4.0 and scikit-learn 0.19.1, and all experiments were run on a computer with an Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 CPU and an Nvidia Telsa K80 GPU.
B. RESULTS
The results of all compared methods are reported in Table. 3. The best performance on each of the measurements is listed in bold, and the second best are underlined. Table. 3 shows that our approach outperforms the commonly-used baselines and the state-of-the-art trajectory linking methods. Both LCSS and AUI are unsupervised methods that aim to measure the similarity between two trajectories, so that it is not surprising that the results are inferior. Besides, AUI is a similarity measure method designed for dense trajectory data (e.g., GPS trajectories), and it does not consider the sequential dependency of trajectories, so it performs the worst when the data are sparse (i.e., NYC and TKY). Since LCSS and AUI are not classification methods, APR is not available to measure their performances. SVM with LinearSVC kernel is an efficient classifier that can be used to classify trajectories to users. SVM can learn the relationship between trajectories and users through a supervised learning process, whereas it ignores the sequential dependency and temporal regularity of trajectories. The state-of-the-art trajectory linking method, TULER, which employs a neural network based classifier to link trajectories to users performs best with the exception of our approach. Compared to them, TLUTE leverages spatial, temporal, and categorical information of trajectories to mine the underlying movement pattern of users, and use the patterns to improve the performance of trajectory linking.
On both the NYC dataset and the NYC-D dataset, our model TLUTE with LSTM and GRU achieve the similar performance, and they consistently outperform other methods Concretely, TLUTE shows an increase of 1.73% on the NYC dataset and 3.93% on the NYC-D dataset improvement of ACC@1 compared to the state-of-the-art model TULER. On both the TKY dataset and the TKY-D dataset, TLUTE with LSTM achieves the best performance of all compared methods including TLUTE with GRU. TULER achieves the sub-optimal result on the TKY dataset and the TKY-D dataset with respect to the macro-F1 metric. Although SVM achieves the best result on the TKY-D dataset with respect to ACC@5 metric, TLUTE based methods achieve comparable results. Specifically, TLUTE outperforms TULER by 5.76% on the TKY dataset and 5.96% on the TKY-D dataset of top-1 accuracy.
C. TIME CONSUMPTION COMPARISON
The training time consumption (minutes) of the three neural network models are reported in Table. 5. Table. 6 shows the prediction time consumption (seconds) of all compared methods. Two unsupervised methods, i.e. LCSS and AUI, take the longest time to link trajectories to users. The three neural network based methods take a longer amount of time than SVM since they have many more floating-points operations than SVM. Among the three neural network based methods, TULER spends the least amount of time to predict since our method TLUTE is a more complex model than TULER. On all four datasets, our model TLUTE with LSTM and GRU take the same amount of time on training process. Even though the TLUTE model is more complex than the TULER, the training of TLUTE takes nearly 60% less time than the TULER because our model is easier to converge.
D. PARAMETER STUDY
The size of hidden state determines the dimensions of trajectory embeddings and user embeddings, which are the main factors affecting the performance of the model. The performance comparison with varying hidden size is displayed in Fig. 4 . The abscissa of Fig. 4 is the different hidden size, and the ordinate is the total validation loss. The smaller the validation loss, the better the model performance. When the hidden size grows from 32 to 128, the model capacity increases with validation loss becoming smaller gradually. Nevertheless, when the hidden size grows from 128 to 512, the validation loss increases due to excessive model capacity. Considering this, we set the hidden size as 128.
The overall loss function of the model is another key factor that affects the performance of trajectory linking. Therefore, we need to carefully select the weighting factor λ which determines the proportion of softmax cross entropy loss and distance loss in the overall loss. In this study, we adjust λ from 0.5 to 1.5, and check the performance of the TLUTE model. The performance of ACC@1, macro-F1 and APR on the TKY-D validation dataset is shown in Table. 7. Apparently, the best performance achieved when λ is tuned to 1.0, which means that the softmax cross entropy loss and the distance loss should share the same importance in the TLUTE model. 
E. EFFECTIVENESS OF LOCATION EMBEDDING
In addition to the aforementioned hyper-parameters, the input is also a key factor affecting the performance of the model. To this end, we conduct experiments on the TKY dataset using TLUTE with different location embeddings, and show the results in Fig. 3 . TLUTE-L and TLUTE-G take the location embeddings generated by the graph-based location embedding method as inputs, and TLUTE-W takes the inputs as the same as TULER, i.e., location embeddings generated using word embedding method. In addition, TLUTE-N does not use any embedding methods, but directly encode the locations into the one-hot vectors and feed the location sequences to the model. As we can see, TLUTE-W performs worse than TLUTE-L and TLUTE-G except that TLUTE-G has a lower performance in terms of macro-F1. However, TLUTE-W still outperforms the state-of-the-art method TULER even they use the same location embeddings. Unlike other TLUTE models, TLUTE-N performs best when the hidden size is tuned to 512. However, the data sparsity problem results in TLUTE-N being the worst performing of all methods. Moreover, due to the larger dimension of the onehot vector and the hidden size of TLUTE-N, the TLUTE-N model has much more parameters, greater computation complexity, and slower convergence speed than others. Based on the experimental results of all TLUTE models and TULER model on the TKY dataset, the validity and importance of graph-based location embedding are fully explained.
F. CASE STUDY OF MOVEMENT PATTERN
Based on the uniqueness of the user's movement pattern, our method hopes to simultaneously learn the inter-class relationships and intra-class relationships of the trajectories. In other words, we try to aggregate the trajectory embeddings that belong to the same user and separate the trajectory embeddings that do not belong to the same user. Moreover, we attempt to learn the user embeddings which can be the representatives of their trajectories. To intuitively interpret the user embeddings, we collected the trajectory embeddings and the user embeddings of the TKY training dataset, and reduced the dimension of the embeddings with t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [32] . Fig. 5 shows all the trajectory embeddings and the user embeddings. In Fig. 5 , the smaller points represent the trajectory embeddings and the larger points represent the user embeddings. Apparently, the trajectories are well clustered to their owners, and the different clusters are well separated. Therefore, this is why we use the embeddings of users to represent their all trajectories to solve the trajectory linking problem.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated and studied the problem of trajectory linking. Different from prior work, we introduced a new idea to solve the trajectory linking problem using the movement patterns of users and trajectories. To achieve that, we have proposed a novel model called TLUTE that can learn the user embeddings and trajectory embeddings simultaneously through a dual-objective neural network. Besides, we also introduced a graph-based location embedding method to learn better embeddings of locations with the help of location categories and geographic information. Additionally, the temporal information of trajectories has been leveraged in TLUTE to learn better embeddings of trajectories. The extensive experiments on real-world trajectory datasets show that our approach can effectively link trajectories to users.
However, it should be noted that our study have several limitations. For one thing, the experimental data were constructed and the amount of data is small, so that the potential data loss is inevitable. For another, in this model, the training of user's movement pattern requires multiple trajectories of the user. In practical scenarios, we could generate the training data by splitting the user's long trajectory into multiple short trajectories to alleviate this limitation. Moreover, the TLUTE model can only partially model the temporal distances between trajectory points, and how to model time series through neural networks still requires more efforts from all researchers.
In the future, we would like to investigate more application scenarios with user embeddings such as friends recommendation. The similarity between two users' trajectories can be regarded as a potential social tie between users [3] . Thus, we believe that the more similar the movement patterns of the two users, the more similar their habits and hobbies are, and they are more likely to be friends. Furthermore, the privacy problem caused by trajectory linking researches also need to be addressed. Trajectory linking hopes to provide more data for personalized trajectory mining applications in good faith by integrating the user's public trajectory information, e.g. check-ins. However, it also inadvertently provides more information to malicious applications such as sensitive location attacks. Moreover, the trajectory linking method may expose some trajectories that are intentionally and anonymously posted by the user. The privacy problem brought by the trajectory linking poses new challenges for privacy protection, and we would like to study it in the future work. 
